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BEHAVIOR OF COLD ROLLED STAINLESS STEEL MEMBERS
by S. T. Wan11 1, A.M. ASCE, and S. J. Erroraz, M. ASCE
Theae stainle•• 1teel1 can be cla11Uied into three major categoriea:

INTRODUCTION

chrominum- (martenlitic and ferritic, AISI 400 Seriea),
In recent years, atainleeJ steel haa gained increasing u1e in archi.tectural and structural applications becau1e o! itl auperior corrosion

(aultenitic, AISI ZOO 1eriea).

resistance under various environmental condition•, ea1e o! maint&inance,
attractive appearance, and, in the cold rolled tempera, a favorable
weight-strength ratio,

A!SI Typea ZOl, ZOZ, 301, and 30Z

Typea 302 and 304 are u1ed in large quantity in the

annealed and strain flattened condition.

Type 301 is capable of attaining

high 1trength and retaining high ductility under moderate or aevere

Typical applications (1)* include structural framing membera.

cold working and ia Ulled largely in the cold-rolled condition.

panels and decks, mullions, roofing and aiding, lt&irs, railroad carl, high
speed surface vehicles, trucks, tanka, and a variety of apectal uaea,

The auatenitic groupe may be strengthened

to a wide range by work hardening.
are quite •imilar.

Because of the relatively high cost of atainle••

steel, structural applications are moat likely to be found in light gage
construction,

chromium -

nickel- (auatenitic, AISI 300 aeriea) and chromium- manganeae -

EFFECTS OF COLD ROLLING.- Tho auatonltlc ot&lnleaa alloys are

A
not only 1trengthened by work hardening, but alao further hardened by

wide range of cold-formed shapes has been utilized in the paet (1, 18, 26)
martin.eite formation.
for stainless steels as well as carbon and low alloy steels,

Type 301 which has a lower chromium range

However, use
(and therefore a lower nickel content, i.e., a less a table face-centered

of stainlees steel for structural purpose• hal been limited aa compared
atructure at room temperature), is more suaceptible than TyPe 302 or
to ordinary carbon and low alloy steels becauae it can not be designed by
304 to cold work and can reach higher atrength levels.
existing carbon steel design methods due to differences in materia.! proAs the hardenas ia increased by cold rolling, there is an increase
perties,
in ultimate tenaile strength as well a a 0.1!'/o offset yield atrength, with a
Design guides for stainless steel have been produced by Watter and
correaponding decrease in ductility and modulus of elasticity.

Lincoln (Z4), Franklin Institute (6), and the State of California (5).

Aniao-

They
tropy allo increases with increa1ing hardne11, and the range of values

have provided a large amount of information on the design' of stainle1s
of yield strength become& more divergent.

The rate of increase of yield

steel members.
atrength is lowest for longitudinal compression {in the rolling direction)
In order to provide a unified basis for design procedures for use in
and highest for transverse compreasion (perpendicular to the rolling
structural applications of stainleas steel, American Iron and Steel Inatidirection).
tute initiated a research project at Cornell Univeraity in 1963.

Baaed on

Therefore, the stress-atrain relation• for the cold""!'olled

au.tenitic stainless steel are not only nonlinear and unsymmetrical in

the results of the first phase of this research, a desig:r;t specific.a.tion
tension and compression but also different in the longitudinal and transfor commonly used stainless steels in the annealed and strain flattened

verse directions of rolling.

Figs. 1 and 2 show typical curves for the

condition was published recently by AISI {2).
particular sheets teated for annealed and strain flattened Type 304 and 1/2
However, this design specification is specifically for annealed and
hard Type 30l,respectively.

Anisotropy is more pronounced for cold-

strain flattened stainless steel which undergoes only slight cold reduction
rolled than for annealed and strain flattened stainless, and stress-strain
in thickness in order to improve the surface flatness and appearance,
curves for the cold-rolled condition are of more gradual yielding type.
In contrast, for cold-rolled tempers, severe cold reduction is involved.
The stress -strain curves for the corner material, which is stronger than
Due tn differences between the behavior of structural members made of
the flat material becauae of additional cold work involved in the forming
annealed and cold-rolled stainless steeh,

it may not be possible to
procesB, are also shown in the aame figurea.

directly apply the A.ISJ design specification for annealed materials to
The characteriBtics of cold-rolled auatenitic stainleas ateel which
the design of members formedfromcGld-rolled sheets.
The investigation reported herein is concernf'!d with the structural
behavior nf cold-rolled stainless steels, particularly AISI Type 3011/4
and I /2 hard.

The objective of this Becond phaae of the research is to

develop the basic necessary information for a de1ign apecification for the

neceaaitated this reaearch are aa follows:

( 1) the effecta of cold working

in increasing strength and decrea1ing ductility, (2) increaling aniBotropy
with the amount of cold work, (3) unaymmetrical atresa-atrain relationa
in tenaion and compre11ion,

<•> inelaatic

atre••-atrain relation• with a

low proportional liroit, and (S) cold forming effecta in the corner material.
structural use of cold-formed member• of cold-rolled stainle•• steel.

COLD FORMING.- Stalnleaa atool thln•wallod membero are cold·
The purpose of this paper is to

summarize the results obtained, which
formed by roll forming or brake forming (air or coinpre11 braking).

are discussed in more detail ehewhere (22).

In

Reaulta on bolted and
thia inveatigation the corner a of the apecimena were all air braked,

The

welded cold-rolled stainless ateel connections are reported aeparately
1tre11-1train curve• of corner• (with a radiu1 to thickne11 ratio of 2)
(4).

for Type 304 annealed and strain flattened 1t&inle11 ateel aa ahctWn in
Fig. 1 •how a tremendoua increase in 1trength over the original •heet,

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Tho not lncreaoe of yield otrongth io hlaheat In longitudinal comproaalon

Stainless steel is produced in a large variety of type• to meet different service requirements under varioua environmental condition• (1).

and in tran1ver1e compreaaion, being 15ZOfo and 98"/0 reapectively.

The

lncroaao In longitudinal (65'!o) and tranaverae (63'70) tenalon Ia amallor
1
2

than In comproaalon.
Asst. Prof. of Civil Engineering, Univer1ity of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.,
formerly Research Associate, Cornell Univeraity, Ithaca, New York
Product Development, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, Pa.,
f'lrmerly A11soc. Prof. of Civil Engineerinll(, Cornell Univer1ity, Ithaca,
New York.

Thla Ia not aurprlalng If ono conaldera the plaatlc

flow durin& the couroo of cold workin&.

In Fig.

Z. for Type 304 atalnleaa

tho yield atrenath of cornera (with a radiua to thlckneaa ratio of

z. 86)

doea ahow an lncroaoo aa compared to the virgin 1/Z hard flat aheet;

*Numbers in parenthe1e1 refer to referencea.

however, the percentaae increaee ie much amaller thaD for the eaae of
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The post-buckling behavior may be studied by considering the large
deflection plate equations or by uaing an enE"rgy approach (15).

This correlates with the fact that the yield strength of the flat

sheet is highest in the transverse direction.

. 006
STRAIN,

strength is one of the major design criteria for thin-walled members.

The increase of offset yield

stress is the smallest in transverse compression, being 5% of the original
value,

.004

. 002

0

. 006

For

design purposes, however, the available post buckling strength of a

The increase of corner

buckled plate can be accounted for by the concept of effective v.ri.dth

yield strength b. longitudinal compression is also the highest, being

(21, 25}.

75% for the particular sheet tested.
It is apparent that the corner strengthening effect can be significant

This concept, originated by Von Karman {Zl), replacea the

non-uniform stress distribution over the full width w after buckling

on the behavior nf stainless steel members if the percentage of corner

by an equilvalent uniform &tress diatribution,

material is large, and if it is distributed away from the neutral axis.

edge stress

~qual

in intensity to the

a max but applied over an effective width b, The concept

This effect is largest for annealed stainless and decreases with in-

is sho'Wn in Fig. 4 for a compressed element stiffened along both un-

creasing hardness.

loaded edges by thin webs.

On the other hand, this effect becomes less impor-

buckling strength

tant H the stress level is low,

o[

The use o! an effective width for the pl')st-

a buckled plate haa been uaed in bot.h aircraft and

other thin•watled metal structures, (3, 11, lZ).

DESIGN MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.- In view of the wide range of

In general. for thin-walled metal design {2, 3}, compression ele-

variation of mechanical properties for cold-rolled stainless steel, a detailed study was made in order to provide typical material information

ments may be divided into two main groups

for design purposes.

un1tiffened elements.

In this connection, a statiBtical analysis was

- stiffened elements and

Stiffened elements are thtn plates aupported .along

employed to determine reliable minimum values of yield strengths based

both unloaded edges by weba or edge stiffeners,

on the criterion of 9fP/0 probability with 95iJfo confidence.

supported along one unloaded edge and the other ia free,

Typical deaign

STIFFENED ELEMENTS. -

Suggested design curves

For the purpooe of etudying the be-

havior of stiffened compreaaion elements, it was decided that teats of

arc shown in Fig, 3,

flexural member• would be moat illuminating.

THIN COMPRESSION ELEMENTS

th!n ......alled member deolgn becauae of

~he

Static te1ta on simply

oupported beamo of T)pe 301 1/Z hard and Type 304 annealed and etrain
flattened material with hat•ahaped croaa aection were conducted,

Local buckling of comprea1ion element• ia of major importance in

encountered.

These were the

two typel of compression elementa conaidered in thie investigation.

stress-strain curves and other mechanical properties were obtained.
Details of this study are available ellewhere (ZZ).

Unsti.ffened elements are

The

teats were atmUar to thoae performed in previoua atudiea (8. 9, Z5).

larse width to thlckneu ratioo

The beam• were loaded at the quarter point• of the span •• 1hown in

Thie local bucklins and the lltllizatiOD of 'he poot buckling
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Table 1 gives dimensicns for the specimens tested,

Ftg. 5.

. 010

Detaila of

instrumentation and test procedure are available elsewhere (22).

The

ELEVATED
LOAD IN:: REAM

gC'ncral bc-havinT' of cold-rolled stainless beams tested was similar to
the earher
stai.nl~ss

s~rit"s

of tests on annealed and strain flattened Type 304

by .Tnhnsnn and Winter {8}.

Ry using the assumptions in general beam theory and the experimental
rl.ata. th(• effective widths in the compression flange at various load levels

in

th~:

post buckling ranjil:e were determined from the following equation in

th<' samf' manner as in the previf)us studies (R, 9):

.A crd A

when·

cr' stress, A ··area.

(I)

From the effective width dPtermined and the

]r,catinn of neutral axis, the internal bending moment was obtained by
FIG. 5, FLEXURAL SPECIMEN LOADING SCHEME AND
CRC6S - SECTION
(2)

buckling would nt:Jt occur; only the stiffened flanges of two hat sections were
where y

the distance from the neutral axis; M -:: internal moment.

Rnth integrals were evaluated by nwnerical integration, uaing the experi-

allowed to buckle locally.

The dimensions of the specimens are shown in

Table 2, and the cross section is shown in Fig. 6.

The specimens were

mental stress -strain curves !or the same aheet from which the specimen

tested between flat plates as shown in Fig, 6.

was formed.

tive width of the stiffened elementl may be evaluated from flat and corner

The computed and the experimental momenta were reasonably

close.

The experimental effec-

material properties, geometric dimensions of the erose section, and the

The above described beams {Type 301 l/2 hard) develop large curvatures
durinjil: test due tn high strength and deformation, which produce inwa.rd
rlef1ections of the compression flanges.

To eliminate such effecu. two

mea1ured etraina.
Reeearch on carbon •teel by Winter (25} reaulted

~n

the following

experimental modification of Karman 1 1 relation (Zl) on effective width:

short columns containing ati!!ened elements having the aame width to
thickness ratins as the compression flange of the fiexural member• were

r
bJE
= 1. 9

tested.

The length of the column wae so determined that overall column

-

~""

(l.o.475

IT>
w J~ax
t

(3)

TABLE I, ·FLEXURAL SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS

Flexural Specimen

Type 301
H301F .J

= effective

in which b

j

cr E

H30JF-4 AS304F-2

(3)

(4)

I. 9Z38

2. 7424

2.5834

5. 1844

D, in inches

0. 9892

I.

491~.

F, in inches

0.9055

0..80(1,8

d, in inches

----

0.2958

(I)

(2)

B, in inc he a

(5)

I. 5081

I. 5005

1,5054

I. 0061

o. 8777

I, 0033

o. 2941

o. 75~5
o. 3070

0. 3004

0.3009

o. 0938
o. 0328

0.0938

0,0625

o. 0625

0. 0625

0. 0328

o. 0 309

0,.0315

0. 0315

2.023

I. 984

0, 1250

R/t

2. 00

2.00

2,86

2. 86

w/t

24. 82

37.94

71.04

150. 34

width of compression element stiffened on both

b = w.

(8)

1. 4914

0. 0624

J: ,

AS304F-4

(7)

4.9188

R. in inches

For values omal!er than 0. 95

AS304F -3

3. 6940

t, in inches

a max :::maximum edge stress; when w/t

(6)
2.3968

o. 9934
o. 8165
o. 3718
o. 1250
o. 0624

max

71.52

I. 984
150. 18

113. 02

Type 304 element (Series AS304F) are close to those from Winter's
formula. which was al1o concluded earlier by Johnson and Winter {8).

~

0. 95

Eq. 3 can also be

max

(2) The experimental values of (b/t)

la"f'E"
.... of shcr t column tesu

~umax'

lower than for the corresponding flexural testa {H301F- 2

H30IF • 4 vs. H301SC-4).

expressed in terms of buckling stress, O'er' and maximum edge stress,

~

(1-0.25
k ~2

in which rr

(3) The experimental valueo of (b/t)

r;-/E

~"max'~

of flexural members of cold-rolled Type 301 are higher than thole of

Observation (1} further confirms the applicability of

(4)

~X

(Eq. 3) to annealed and strain flattened sta.inleas.

E

(5)

Poisson's ratio; k =coefficient determined by boundary conditions

If the buckling strain, e:cr' and the maximum edge strain,

and aspect ratio.

Winter 1 S equation

Observation (2} con-

firms that the effective widths of flexural members may be affected by the
double curvature in the stiffened compression flange.

\1-:-:

are

H301 SC-2,

H30!F-4vs. AS304F • 4).

r;::-)

cr

where

VI.

annealed and strain flattened TYPe 304 stainle•s (H301F - 3 va. A5304F-2,

omax' as follows:

b

Type 304 Annealed & Strain Flattened

Half Hard

H30JF-2 H301F-3

unloaded edges; t::: thickness; E:: modulus of elasticity; w::: fla.t width

of the compression element;

Serieo AS304F

Series H 301 F

Dimensions

Since the defor.

mation of cold-rolled stainless is larger than for annealed, the effect of
this curling on the effective width may partly explain the observation (3)
which indicates higher effective widths of cold-rolled stainless than

max'

are used (9, 22), the above equation becomes·

annealed.

~

c

However, if one compares the test results of short columns,

the effective width o! H301SC .4 are higher than those of AS304F -4.

jm::

(1 • 0. 25 •

J

( 6)

x )

These two specimens have about the same w/t ra.tio.

N,.., curling being

present in columns, this indicates that the stronger anisotropy of cold-

Eq. 3 has bl!en used successfully for many years in the AISI Cold-Formed
Steel Df>sign Manual.

rolled 301 than annealed 304 may be partly responsible for this difference.

It was shown by Johnson and Winter {8} that the

Winter's equation (Eq. 3) seems to represf"nt the lower boWld to the test

same equation was alan applicable to annealed and strain flattened stainless

data.

stP.e l.

for cold-rolled stainless steel.

Eq. 3, which was proposed conservatively for carbon steel, has been
r~?vist>d rec~ntly

b

t

by Winter (27) as follows:

(1 " 0. 418

1.9
Ja:ax

t
w

The revised Winter equation (Eq. 7) fits the test scatter better

It should be noted, however, that the effect of inelasticity wa• not con.

sidered in Winter's equation for effective width. Koiter {15), in an analyti·
cal study of post buckling behavior of thin plates, expressed the effective

~)

(7)

X

width in terms of strains.

He concluded that his equation was applicable

in the inelastic range and for various types of boundary condition if it
when

t

·1.2791crE
.
max

For values smaller than 1.2791 crE

• b ::w.

max
TABLE 2 . • STIFFENED ELEMENT COMPRESSION SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS
SERIES H301SC . TYPE 301 HALF HARD STAINLESS STEEL

Eqs. 4 and 6 can be rewritten as

b

IE

(I" 0.22

rcr:;)

(8)

lC

Specimen

Dimensions

H30!SC-Z

H30JSC-4

(2)

(3)

B. in inches
D, in inche•

2. 8407

5. 2894

0. 9926

o. 842 7

F. in inches

o. 6790

0. 3867

R. in inche•

0, 125

0. 109

t. in inches

o.

0. 0324

R/t

2. 02

3. 38

w, in inc he•

2.4669

5.0060

(!)
(9)

respectively.

Eq. (7) is used in the current AISI Specification for the

Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members (3).
In Fig. 7 the above experimentally determined effective widths are
compared with Winter's equation• (Eqs. 3 and 7) in nondimenlionalized
form.

Several aigni~icant phenomena are oluerved in thb figure.

experimental valuea of (b/t)

J~x/E

(1) The

of the annealed and otrain flattened
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0619

w/t

39. 85

154.51

L, in inches

12.00

15.00
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II. -NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:
area;

A

Gilbert, P. H. and Griffith, A. R., ''A Guide to the Structural
Considerations for Design in Stainless Steel, 11 State of California
The Resources Agency, Department of Water Reaources, Techni·
ca.l Memorandum No, I~. June , 1965;

A.

area of segment i;

B

flat width of stiffened or unstiffened element;

b

effective width of compression element;

l

HammeT, E. W. and Peterson, R, E .• "Delign Specifications
for Stainless Steel, TYPe 301." Presented at Philadelphia Regional
Technical Meeting of American Iron and Steel Inetitute, Oct.
6, 1954.
.
.

D

depth of channel or hat _eection;

= lip depth;

Hamme:r, E. W, ,· Jr., and Petereon, R, E., ~'Colwnn Curve•
for Typ~ 301 Stainless Steel," Aeronautical Ens:ineerina Review,
Dec., 1955,
Johnaon, A. L., and Winter, G., 11 Behavior of Stainleaa Steel
Columna and Beams, n Jouryl pf §truptwal Djviaigp, ASCE,
Vol. 92, No, ST5, Oct,,l966.
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E

moduluJ of elaeticity;

Et

tanaent medu.lua;

F

fiat Width of tenolon fiance of hat oectlon;

Fa

allowable average axial" atre•• tn comprea•ion. compact aecttona;

F'

a

allowable average axial stress in compression, noncompa.ct
sections;

w

flat width of element excluaive of Rlleu:

y

diatance from neutral &Jr.il;

Y;

diatance from neutral axil to the centroid of •eament t;

coefficient determined by boundary conditions and aspect ratio;

k

K

'- effective column length factor;

L

';:: column length;

critical buckling atrain;
maximum edge strain;
internal moment;

M
M

u

a

stress;

C1

buckling atreas:

flexural capacity based on 0, Zo/a dfset yield stress;

m

number of segments;

Q

stress and/or area factor to modify allowable axial

cr

atre11a at the centroid of aea:ment i;
str~ss;

maximum edge stress;
..: inner corner radius;
C1

radius of gyration;
thickness;

y

O,lo/0 offset

yi~ld

Poisson's ratio.
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stress or yield stress; and

TABLE 3. _ UNSTIFFENED ELEMENT COMPRESSION SPECIMEN DIMENSIOtiS
SERIES H301UE -TYPE 301 HALF HARD STAINLESS STEEL
Specimen

Dimenaions

I. 5682

I. 5784

1.6019

B, in inchea

0.5158

o. 7325

I. 1165

I. 7519

t, in inche•

o. 0325

0. 0326

o. 0324

0.0324

0.9591

0.5749

0.3583

29.60

17.63

II. 02

w/t

SR4 STRAIN GAGES

I. 5995

D, in inches

w, in inchea

SERIES H301UE

H301UE-4
(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

(I)

H301UE-3

H301UE-2

H301UE-1

I. 5945
49. 21

R, In !ncheo

o.

0. 125

0. 125

0. 125

R/t

3.85

3.83

3.86

3.86

L, in inches

3.555

5.939

9.910

II. 630

125

A

A

such as unstiffened elements.

Experimental effective widths derived

from the above short columns containing unstiffened elements were

EPOXY ""'. 01 in.

compared with Koiter 1 s and Karman 1 s, as well as Winter 1 & equations in a
similar manner as for stiffened elements.

Excellent correlation was
Winter 1 S

obtained between test results and theories by Keiter and Karman.
equation again is the lower bound to the teat data.

SERIES H301SC

GROUND
BEARING
PLATE

By substituting the expression of plate buckling stress (Eq. 5) into
Eq. 4 with k

=

MACHINE

--,...,~:::;:;:::;:::;:::;;::::;;:~,..;.TABLE
t ICi. 6
SE<-TION

~· 0.67

COMPRESSION SPECIMEN LOADING SCHEME AND CROSS-

0. S and 0. 85, the following equations are obtained.

JE

(I- 0.164

~ ~)

(10)

~. 0.875 ~ (1- 0.217 w..!_~)
<1
max

(II)

was evaluatPd fnr thP actual value of the ratio t:.cr/£rnax'

Fig

R shows the experimert al data with tht'! equations by Kniter (15),

Karman Ill). and Winter (g) in terms of strains.

shnw g_nnrl sgrr-ement with Keiter's analytical

C'ffPrtiv•· vnrlthc;

sinn

<'Xl ~~rt

n<'ar

the critical strain.

Pxpres~

Based on this, it seems lhal the

eff(>C"t nf amstrnpy nn the tnela.stic post buckling behavior may

b~

If Eq. 8 is used, similar expressions are obtained by changing 0.164 tn

0.144 in Eq. 10 and 0. 217 to 0.191 in Eq. 11.

The experimental

k

c

0. 5 is a purposely

devil!led conservative value used in the current AISI design specifications
(2, 3} and k ;:: 0, 85 is an average value for the unstiffened elements

testP~.

It was found by a similar plot as Fig. 7 that Eq. 10 is a conservative

in-

eluded implicitly if tht> actual critical and edge strains are used, al-

lower bound, whilP Eq. 11 based on an estimated average k value forth('

thnugh the amsntrnpic materisl properties were not directly considered

sped. mens tested, 0. 85, is a lower bound to thP test data.

in Kroit<'r's fnrmulah nn.

conclusions were found for ordinary carbon steel (25) and annealed and

Karman's equation also shows gnod agreement

with thC> test r,..su1ts in the initial buc}.; Hng range.
an'! SC"("n tn b,. the Jnwer bound to the test data.

Winter's equations

strain flattened stainless steel {9).

This further cnnfirms

the' appl'ira bility nf Winter 1 s equation for the material considered.

The

Based on the above findinRS, it appears that the effective width of
cold-rolled stainless unstiffened elements in the post buckling range
predict~d

equatn;ns in tPrms nf strains are more theoretically justified, but be-

can be reasonably

causP nf their

different constants as shown above.

rC'li.ancP nn expe ... imental strains they are not amenable

Similar

by a. relationship similar to Eq. 3 with

Although cold-rolled stainlPss plate element• posses considerably

to desi.':n use.

UNSTIFFENED ELEMENTS.- For the purpooe of studying th• be-

more post buckling strength than the annealed grade, the local diator1inn

havinr nf unstiffenE>rl compression elements, short columne containirg

is more prnnounced becausr hiJ':h strength ia Accompanied by large

unstiffcned elements were tested.

strain.

is shown in Fig, 6.

The crOll section of the specimen

The dimensions are shown in Table 3 and were so

Similar tn &TU"'ealed stainless, the cold-rolled stainless unatiffened

elements exhibit extreme out of plane waving at high atreaa, while local

chosen that the webs were fully effective; only the outstanding flange a

diatortion il less pronounced for stiffened elements.

were allowed

dbtortion, the utilization of the poat bucklina 1trength of un1tiffened

to buckle.

The length of the specimen waa determined so

that overall column buckling wnuld not occur.
between fixed flat plates as shown in Fig. 6.
and testing procedure are discussed
effective widths fnr unstlffened

The specimens were tested
Details of inatrumentation

elaewh~re

elen1~nts

(22).

Experimental

were determined in a similar

mann(!r as for Rtiff<!nNl elements of th(' ahort colurrms

dif;o'll.'JSP.d

m the

foregmng section,

elementa ia re1tricted.

Due to large local

Provision• to account for thia effect were prn-

vided in Ref, 22 for unatiffened element•.

On the other hand, local dis-

tortion of stiffened elements muat be con1idered only when limitatinns
on .,vaving apply,

Usually theae diatortiona diaappear upon removal of

the load, provide~ the prC'Iportional limit ia not aianificantly exceeded.
Since the propnrtional limita in compre1aion for both cold rolled and

It has been s hnwn in Ref. 22 that Winter 1 s equations for effective

annealed atrain flAttened atainleaa ateela are low, tt ia obvious that leal

width (Eqs. 4 and 6) in terms of critical buckling stress and Lritical

of the poat buckling strength can be utilised in atainleaa member• if no

strain

permanent deformation il allowed.

are applH.able tn plates subjected to other

boundary conditione,
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H301F-l
H301F-J
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H301SC-4
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ASJ04F-3
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v

•

I(

D

+

••
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FIG. 7. -

EFFECTIVE WIDTHS OF STIFFENED ELEMENTS
tangent method.

FLEXURAL MEMBERS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH.- For the purposes of calculating flexural
strengths, i.t has been assumed that (1) the stress-strain curves of the

It ahould be noted however, that such a Ramberg-

Osgood representation of a stress-strain curve is good only up to and
slightly beyond the 0. ZCI)'I) offset yield stress.
Once internal equilibrium is established, according to the convergence

individual fi.bers nf the beam are the same as those determined in direct

tests, (longitudinal teftsion and compression for both flat and corner

criteria by theunbalanced net force or by the difference in location• of

materials); (2) plane sections perpendicular to the neutral axis remain

neutral axes of two consecutive trials, location of the neutral axil, inter-

plane before and after bending; and (3) the flexural capacity is defined

nal moment, and the corresponding curvature are determined.
The flexural capacity, Mu' of a beam is the smaller

as the moment at which the 0, 2o/o offset yield stress is reached in either
thC' compression or the tension flange.

Assumption (3) is conservative,

nne determined

by using the limiting stress in the tension flange or in the compression n.nge

but probably not excessive by so for the stress -strain curves shown in

(0.2'11) yield stress in tension or compression).

F1gs

the beams tested was ca.lculated usmg a computer program which is a

1 and 2.

In view of the material characteristic;:s of cold-rolled

thin-walled stainless steel beams, it is necessary to divide the cross
S<'ctinn into small straight and curved segments and evaluate the inte-

The flexural ca.pacity for

modification of an earlier program (lq) to take the material properties
considered into account.
Table 4 shows the computed flexural capadttes and the experimental·

grals in Eqs. land 2 numerically as follows·

failure moments nf the specimens. From the percent deviation of calculated
moment from experime-ntal moment, it seem1 that the use of the , 20{1 offlet

m

i

~

1

rx1

(lZ)

A.

1

yield stress as a limiting stress yield• reasonable predictions of flexural
capacity.

i:l

criy1Ai

( 13)

M

In general, the analytically predicted values for 1/2 hard Type

301 stainless steel are somewhat lower than the experiment&} values even
when corner strengthening effect is included.
analytical values higher than the teat va.lue,

whP.re m : number of segments in the cross-section; A 1 =area of segmcnt i; ai ·stress at the centroid of segment i; and y 1 =distance from

Only for H301F-Z are the
For annealed and strain

flattened type 304, the predicted values without considering corner
strengthening effect are very close to the experiments, but with corner

the neutral axis to the centroid of segment i.
effect the predicted values are I lightly higher.
Since the effective width is dependent on the stress in the compressim
The increase of moment capacity for the flexural members due to
flange and the lncation nf the neutral axis is unknown. it is necessary
the revised Winter formula {Eq. 7) il comparatively small.
tn employ an iterative process to satisfy Eq. 12.

The largest

Based on the experi-

mental r~sults presented above, Winter 1 s equations (Eqs, 3 and 7) for

effect iB for compact section• which have a slightly larger effective width
increase.

The amount of increase for H301F-l (w/t = 24. 82) and HJOlF-4

effective width were used to account for the post buckling strength in the

(w/t = 150. 34) is 3. rt'lo and 0. J¥, respectively.
compression flange of the beam,

In general the revioed

The uae of the edge strains and atreaaes
Winter formula reduces the deviation from experimentl for l/2 hard TYPe

for effective width calculations permits the location of the neutral aixa
by the plane section assumption (10).

The experimental atress-atrain

301, aa expected.
The effect of corner •trengthening ia ahown in Table S.

curves in tension and compresaion for both flat and corner materiala
were approximated by the Ramberg-Oagood formula.

The a tre•• at the

on the atreqth capacity b

304 than for 1/2 bard Typo 301.

centrotd of each segment wae calculated from •train uaina: Newton'•
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The effect

larger for annealed and a train. flattened Type

If the corner otroDgtheninl effect to

ahips are nonlinear and unsymmetrical, this leads to a nonlinear moment-

ignored in the calculationa, uaing Winter's equation (Eq. 3) for effective

curvature relation of a thin-walled cold-rolled stainless steel beam,

width, the avf'rage predicted valuea are 7. 3f./1!0 and 3, 72ll/o lower for

When

the stress in the compression flange inc rea sea. the neutral axis shifts tow,rd

annealed and strain flattened Type 304 and 1/2 hard Type 301, respectively.

the tension flange (2 3) (due to both local buckling and unsymmetrical

than when the corner effect ia considered.

stress-strain relations) and the effective moment of inertial of the

DEFLECTION. -Since the value of the effective width varies with
strf'ss borne by the compression flange and the stress-strain relation ...

section decreases.

TABLE 4.- THEORETICALLY COMPUTED MOMENT CAPACITY BASED ON
. 2'/o OFFSET YIELD STRENGTH

section varies along the flexural member depending upon the magnitude

Temper

(I)

Specimen

(2)
H30IF-l
H30 IF -2
H30 IF -3
H30 IF-4

Type
301
I /2
Hard

Type 304
Annealed
& Strain
Flattened

AS304F-2
AS304F-3
AS304F-4

As a result, the effective moment of inertia of the

of the moment at the section.
In view of the above complexities, a numerical scheme (22, 23) for

Maximum
Experimental
Moment

M

Winter's Fotmula
'To**
Mu

u

Corners
and
Flats* in
inch-pound
(4)

in
inch-pound
(3)

11084.
11868.
8022.
85 oo.

11470.0
11!43. 0
9152. 0
9400. 0

36
51
34

Average

-4.69

3838. 0
4162.0
4337.9

+7. 75
+8. 27
t3. 64

Average

t6. 55

3 562. 0
3844. 0
4185.5

in Fig. 9.

In the analysis the continuously flexible beam is replaced

with a infinite number of rigid elements connected by flexible joints at
which the continously varied curvature is lumped using parabol\c

(7)

10705.0
11492. 5
7684. 3
8!55. 2

56

predicting deflections was suggested and i• ahown briefly by a flow chart

':lo**

Flats
Only
in
inch-pound
(6)

(5)
-3.
t6.
-12.
-9.

7
6
5
9

+

formulae for numerical integration.

-6.67

+3.1~

-16.0
-13.2

In the flow chart, the moment-curvature data computation follows
the same procedure as discussed in the preceding section.

With

-8. 2( successive strain increments at the edge of the compression flange, the
3540. 2
3859. 5
4032. 7

-0. 61 moments and the corresponding curvatures are computed by repeating
tO. 40
-3.65 the process. The moment-curvature relationship of a particular section
with the given material properties is represented by a series of dis crete

-I. 29

data points which were computed and stored in the computer.
Temper

(I)

Specimen

(2)

Maximum
Experi. mental
Moment

in
inch-pound
(3)

Revised Winter

Mu
Corners
and
Flats* in
inch-pound

""""

(t)

(9)

The second

part of the program is the numerical procedure for inelastic deflectioo

Formula+
Mu
Flats
Only
•n
inch-pound
(10)

':lo**calculations (16} using the stored moment-curvature data through a linear
Interpolation sub-program.
(II)

Figs. 10 and 11 show the comparison of computed (using Eq. 3 for

j

effective width predictions) and experimental moment-curvature data and

H30IF -I
H301F-2
H30 IF-3
H30IF-4

Type
301
1/2
Hard

11470.0
11143.0
9152. 0
9400. 0

11431.
12089.
8076.
8526.

5
0
0
9

Average
Type 304
Annealed
& Strain
Flattened

AS304F-2
AS304F-3
AS304F-4

3562.0
3844. 0
4185.5

J886. 4
4194. 7
4363.0

Average

-0. 34
t8. 49
-II. 76
-9.29

11052. 1
11713. 1
7737. 8
8!81. 2

-3. 23
+9. 11
+9. 12
+4. 24

-3 6~
+5: ~~ mid-span deflections, respectively for Type 3011/2 hard stainless steel
-15. 4
beams. Good agreement was obtained between numerical and experimental

~
-6. 74i

nl

35 87. 8
3892.0
4057. 9

results for both curvature and deflection.

It is seen from both figures that,

as expected, the corner strengthening effect becomes important only at

+O.
+I. 251 higher stresses. In general, better agreement is obtained if the corner
-3. 051
effect is considered. The computed curvature and deflection based on

t7. 49

-0.36 Eq. 7 are very close to those shnwn in Figs. 10 and 11 but are slightly

Consldertng both ~o:ner and flat material properties.
of devtahon of calculated values from experirr1ental values.
Us1ng Wtnter's formulas for effective width calculations.

smaller.

Pe~cent~ge

There are two primary reasons for the deviations near failure loads:

TABLE 5.- EFFECT OF CORNER STRENGTHENING ON THE THEORETICALLY
COMPUTED MOMENT CAPACITY BASED ON 2~0 OFFSET YIELD
STRENGTH
·

Temper

(I)

Specimen

(2)

Winter 1 s Formula
M
M
u
u
Corners
Flats
and
Only
Flats* in
in
inch-pound
inch-pound
(3)
(4)

%**

(5)

R evi. sed Winter
Formula
M
'To**
Mu
u
Corners
Flats
and
Only
Flats*in
in
inch-prund inch-pound
(6)
(7)
(8)

Type

H301F-1

11084.7

10705.0

-3.43

11431. 5

11052. I

-3.32

30 I

H30IF-2

11868.6

11492..5

-3.

n

12089.0

11713. I

-3. 11

1/2

H30IF-3

8022. 5

7684. 3

-4.22

8076.0

7737. 8

-4. 19

Hard

H301F-4

8500.9

8155.2

-4.07

8526.9

8181. 2

-4. 05

Average

-3.72

-3 •• 7

Type

AS304F-2

3838.0

3540.2

-7.76

3886.4

3587. 8

-7.68

304 An-

AS304F-3

4162..0

3859. 5

-7.27

4194.7

3892. 0

-7.22.

nealed

AS304F-4

4337. 9

4032.. 7

-7.04

4363. 0

4057. 9

-6.99

• Strain
Flattened
Average

•**

-7.36

Conaldering both corner and nat material propertlea
Deviation from computed momenta conaiderint corne•r atrentthentn1 effecta.
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-7.30
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COMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS

(I) Based on the assumptions made the method cannot predict performance

cold forming effect may be conservatively neglected.
The elastic section modulus method is the current design method

when large deforn1ations and croos-sectional geometry changes are involved:
(2) The analytical stress-strain relationship represented by the Ramberg-

used in the AISI specification {2} for predicting flexural capacity for

Osgood formula is valid only slightly beyond the 0, 2% offset yield stress,

annealed and strain flattened stainless steel,

Similar results for annealed and strain flattened Type 304 stainless
steel beams were also obtained.

calculating the moment capacity for the H301F series gave moments
which deviated from the test failure moments by from +1. 31o/o (over-

The general behavior of these curves

suggested similar conclusions as shown above.

The elastic method for

By comparing the

estimate) to -22, 84o/o (underestimate) with an average of -12. 4Cf1/o.

behavior of annealed and strain flattened Type 304 and 1/2 hard Type 301

For series AS304F, the percentages of deviations ranged from -18.lCJifo to

beams (with practically the same dimensions, AS304F-2 vs. H301F-3,

-14. 481o with an average of -15. 7(J!/o.

and AS304F-4 vs. H30lF-4) it is noted that the cold forming effect is

estimates the flexural capacity of the sections considered except for

Generally, this method under-

more pronounced for the annealed beams than for the enid-rolled beams,

H301F-2, but is better for cold-rolled than for annealed grades because

while the latter shnw a greater amount of post buckling strength

of the more gradual yielding type of stress-strain curve.

accompanied by large deflection,

reasonable to adopt the elastic section modulus method for predicting

The mid-span deflections at service load (Mu/S. F.) from both
numerical analysis and experiments are tabulated in Table 6.

flexural strength of cold-rolled stainless steel beams.

It seems

The above

In most

cases, the calculated deflections are slightly smaller than the experi-

TABLE 6. - COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL
DEFLECTIONS AT SERVICE LOADS

mental values and the average percentage of deviation is -2. 6o/o (-0. Cf1/o,
excluding H30F-l) and -1.

~o

for Series H30IF and A.S304F. respectively.
Temper

It can be seen from the table that the service load defJections of 1/l

Specimen

Moment at
Service Load*

_Deflect· on at Service Load
Theoretical
Experimenta

Mu/S.F.
in

hard Type 301 beams, H30JF- 3 and 4, exceed twice that of annealed

inch .. pound

Type 304, ASJ04F -l and -1.

{I)

(2)

in
inches

inches

(4)

{3)

,,.

in
(5)

(6)

Based rn the above discussirms, the prop0sed method for predicting
the inelastic deflection of cold-rolled stainless thin walled beanu is very
satisfactory.

I

The program is being extended to take more generalized

loading and support conditions into accnunt.

W1th this generalized

Type

H301F-I

5991.7

0, 995

l. 080

-7. 8

301

H30IF-2

64I5. 5

0. 955

l. 005

- 5. 0

1/Z

H301F-3

4336. 5

0. 530

o. 535

-0. 9

Hard

H301F-4

4595. I

0. 495

0.480

program, design information may be generated for beams with various
sectional geometries, general loading and support conditions as well
as different mate ria I properties.
DESIGN METHODS.-Although the preceding developed numerical

pr~dictions, a considerable amount of machine computation

and the methods can not be uaed for routine deaign.

Type

AS304F-2

z074, 6

0. Z4Z

0, Z50

304 An-

A5304F-3

ZZ49.7

0. 225

0.238

-5. 4

nealed &

AS304F-4

Z344, 8

0, ZI8

0. Zll

+3, 2

I Strain
I

methods yield satisfactory results for flexural capacity and deflection

~3.0

-2 6

Average

Averaae

Flattened

-3. I

-I. 8

ta needed
at aervice load il equal to Mu/1. 85; the valuea of Mu are ahown
• inMoment
Table 5 conlidering oriainal Winter
formula and both corner• and

It does indicate,

1

1

flato.

however, that the use of Winter's equation to accoWlt for the poll

f Percentaae of deviation of theoretical deflection frmn experimental
buckling strength of cold-rolled thin-walled beama il suitable and the

deflection.

222

deviations may be reduced slightly if the revhed Winter formula (Eq. 7)

derived from the recommended lon1itudiu.l compre11lon deelp 1treae •

is used for effective width calculations.

otra\n curve for 1/Z hard Type 301 otalnleoo oteel (ZZ) io prooented In

Fnr deflection calculations, the current code method (2)

of uaing

the effective moment of inertia of the section and the average secant

modulus corresponding to the 1tre1111e1 in the tension and compreaaion
flanges at the service moment was employee!.

Fig. lZ.

A flat cut-off to ouggeoted at the 0.

zt1o o!foot yield otreoo ao

the limiting atreaa.

Using the elastic aectloll

NON-COMPACT COLUMNS.-For non-compact columno with Intermediate and large elenderne1 1 rattoa, interaction between local bucklln&

modulus method for calculating flexural capacity and a safety factor of

and overall column buckltng muet be con1idered,

1. 85 the deviations of the calculated from the experimental deflection•

columna wtth •mall alenderne•• ratloa, only local buckllnl ehould be

ranged from 0. 50"fo to -7. SOlo with an average of -0. 7Zrtfo.

It seem a that

For non-compotct

considered since the strength of theae columna ia 1overned by the

the current method is well suited for deflection prediction for the cold-

ultimate strength of the buckled plate• rather than by overall column

rolled stainless steel beams.

buckl.ng.

AI noted in the preceding 1ection, due to

high strength, low proportional limit, and local buckling, the deflection

A 1eries of ahort columna containing atiffened or unattffened elemema

at service load will often be greater than the corresponding deflection

was described earlier in thi1 paper.

of a carbon or low alloy steel beam of the same geometry.

effective width formula• .for atiffened and un•tiffened elementa, Eq .. 1 and

In view of thil

Uaing 0. ZOit ofhet yl.eld atl'ela and rite

situation, deflection ;rather than strength of the cold-rolled stai:J.less

10 respectively, the ma.ximum carrying capacity of theae eolunm.a waa

beams may govern the design.

computed.

COMPRESSION

The predicted loads were lower than the experiment.,l load•.

This is due to the fact that the actual failure edge atreal for attffened

MEM~ERS

elements was about lOI'!o higher than the yield atreaa. while for unatiffened
Previous studies of the response of cold .. formed carbo11 (13,14, ZO)
elements the effective width equation uaed (Eq. 10) wa• ox.ceaaively
and stainless (7, 8, 17) columns have indicated differences from the
con1ervative for the specimen• teated.
response of hot rolled columns.

For cold-formed thin-walled columna,
In a recent report, Uribe and Wi11ter (ZO) made a study on the

the variation of material properties over the cross section due to cold
i.nelaatic buckling nf non-compact doubly aymmetrical columna.

In that

forming &ltd the influence of local bucklillg on overall column buckling
study, it was found in all the columna compoaed ma.inly of stiffened
must be considered.
elements that the length of the apeciment affected only a lightly itl

COMPACT COMPRESSION MEMBERS. -'For a compact cold-formed
column, an important factor which will influence its behav\or i.e the nonuniform n 1 ateri.al properties across the section d1.,1.e to the cold forminl
process.

In the short column region the stresses are high, and this

ultimate strength within the intermediate and low alenderneaa ratio
range.

It was shown by them that the CRC-AISI column curve baaed

on Q factor approach underestimated the strength of cold-formed thin·
walled carbon steel columns containing mainly either stiffened or

effect on the column is more pronounced on the load capacity than in
unstiffened elements.
the lang column range where the stressea are low.

For this reason,

the column strength is underestimated by using tangent modulus theory
based on the flat material propertiea,

Since the effect of col_d forming

decreases with increasing hardness of stainless sheets, the influence
of cold forming on column behavior becomes less noticeable for harder
tempers.

Therefore, the strengthening effect of forming is more pro-

noWlced for annealed stainless steel columns thaD for cold-rolled tempera,
Considering the anisotropic material pl'operties of the cold-rolled Ita inless sheet, for all co}d .. rolled tempers the effei=t is more pronounced in
the longitudinal direction of rolling than in the tranaverle direction.
By assuming variation•
Peterson and Bergholm

I'){

In the current AISI specification for annealed st&inlesa steel, the
column curve based on a Q factor is also used for noncompact columnJ
although it is in a different form that ttle CRC-AISI column curve for
carbon steel.

ahown in Fig. lZ along with the compact column curve.
Based on the above discusaion. the approach used in the current
AISI specification (2) on annealed tJtainlees ateel appears to be reaaonable
and conaervative for toth annllaled and cold-rolled atainleas ateela.
ther

the tangent modulus over the eros a aection,

A non-compact column curve based on 0 ;: 0. 8 for the

recommended deaign stress-strain curve for 1/l. hard Type 301 i l

with intermediate slenderness ratios.

(17} obtained excellent agreement between teat

resulU and theory for 1/4 a.nd 1/2 hard Type 301 stainleaa ateel in both
longitudinal and transverse directions.

80
~· 65 lui

Using a aimilar approach, Karren

y

and Winter {14) also obtained very satiafactory results for cold-formed
carbon steel columns.

Hnwever, the uaefulneas of the method depends

on the availibllity of an expreaaion for predicting corner atrength.

60

For

stainless steel there is no analytical method as yet for predicting the
strain hardening effects of cold forming.
In the current AISI design apecificatton for annealed and atrain
flattened atainleae steel, the tangent modulua formula i• uaed for corppact
Ct")lumna.

The tangent formula undereattmatel the column etrength at

zo

low alendernes• ratioa; however, tH. 1 deficiency become• much amaller
with increaaina hardnell of the cold-rolled atalnl.e11 ateel.

In vi'"' of

the teet evidence provided by otherl and the preceding dlacuaaton, lt

oeemo juottfled that for doolan pvpooeo tho ta1111ent modulua formula
maybe adopted for cold-rolled atatnleaa ateel.

A typlc:al colunm curve

F\.11'-

experimental verification would be: helpful for noncompact columna
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lZO
SLENDERNESS RATIO KL/r
FIG. lZ. - CO!.UMN DESIGN r.URVES, TYPE 3011/Z HARD
STAINLESS STEEL- COMPACT I< NON-COMPACT SECTIONS
0
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